[The clinical characteristics of late toxicosis in pregnant women with obesity combined with hypertension].
The authors have analyzed the clinical course of late gestosis (LG) in gravidae with alimentary-constitutional obesity (ACO) of the 2nd and 3d degree and hypertension (HT) of the 1st and 2nd degree. In gravidae with combination of ACO with HT development of LG was recorded in 90.36% of the examinees, this occurrence being 1.7-fold and 1.8-fold higher than in those with obesity and hypertension alone, respectively. In 88% of the gravidae LG arose on gestation week 18-30. Mild LG was observed only in 12.05% of the patients, whereas if combined with HP or ACO only LG ran mildly in 14.74 and 38.18% of the gravidae, respectively. Severe LG in association of HT and ACO was resistant to the treatment.